
May 9, 2014 

Pat West, City Manager 
333 West Ocean Blvd, 13th Floor 
Long Beach, CA 90802 

BACKGROUND 

On March 18, 2014, the Long Beach City Council (Council) requested the Office of the City 
Auditor to review specific expenses initiated by Parks, Recreation, and Marine (PRM) staff that 
were charged to the Marina Fund 403 that may be more appropriately charged to the 
Tidelands Operating Fund 401 or the Rainbow Harbor Fund 411.  PRM’s budget includes 
expenditures to all three funds. Excess fund balances in Marina Fund 403 are currently being 
allocated, in part, to the Los Alamitos Bay Marina Rehabilitation project.  The expenses our 
Office reviewed are detailed in three pieces of correspondence between PRM and the City 
Manager’s Office from January 2013 through December 2013.  Copies of the correspondence 
are attached. 

The objective of our audit was to evaluate the reasonableness of the three analyses outlined 
in items 1 through 3 below and to evaluate the Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow 
Harbor Fund 411’s ability to sustain additional costs from Marina Fund 403. In order to meet 
our objective, we reviewed the analyses for reasonableness of approach and sampled the 
data for accuracy. We also interviewed PRM personnel and reviewed Tidelands Operating 
Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411’s budget to actual information for fiscal year (FY) 
2012 and FY 2013. 

During our audit, the scope was limited to review of the following items: 
1. PRM’s analysis of FY 2012 maintenance expenses totaling approximately $700,000

that were potentially eligible for transfer from the Marina Fund 403 to the Tidelands
Operating Fund 401 ($620,000) and the Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 ($80,000).

2. PRM’s analysis of FY 2013 maintenance expenses totaling approximately $324,000
that were potentially eligible for transfer from the Marina Fund 403 to the Tidelands
Operating Fund 401 ($290,000) and the Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 ($34,000).

3. PRM’s analysis of estimated Marine Bureau administrative staff time totaling
approximately $195,000 that is potentially eligible for transfer from the Marina Fund 403
to the Tidelands Operating Fund 401 ($130,000) and the Rainbow Harbor Fund 411
($65,000).

4. PRM’s Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 budgets for FY
2012 and FY 2013 to ascertain if additional expenses from Marina Fund 403 could be
absorbed.
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RESULTS  
 
1. Unable to verify approximately $700,000 in FY 2012  maintenance expenses eligible for 

transfer from Marina Fund 403 to Tidelands Operating Funds 401 and Rainbow Harbor 
Fund 411. 
 
PRM maintenance employees assigned to Marina Fund 403 periodically perform work that is 
attributed to operations in the Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411.  
Bureau management performed an analysis of Marina Fund 403 maintenance costs for FY 
2012 to determine the amount of expenses that should have been charged to Tidelands 
Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411.  The analysis was based on their review 
of five months of work orders with results extrapolated to project approximately $700,000 in 
annual costs that were eligible for transfer. 
 
We reviewed the reasonableness of PRM’s overall approach in performing the analysis and 
accuracy of data used by sampling results for one of the five months.  We found that the 
method used to compare estimated time worked to the actual salary expense was flawed, 
resulting in material differences in the estimated annual costs.  Because of the flawed 
approach, we are unable to verify the accuracy of the $700,000 figure.  Due to the type of 
errors noted, it would appear the $700,000 figure is overstated.  In order to determine a more 
reasonable and accurate figure, our Office would have had to recalculate the entire analysis, 
which was outside the scope of this audit. 
 
 

2. Unable to verify approximately $324,000 in FY 2013  maintenance expenses eligible for 
transfer from Marina Fund 403 to Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor 
Fund 411. 
 
PRM staff performed another analysis of maintenance expenses employing a different 
approach using work orders generated in FY 2013.  PRM staff reviewed all work orders 
initiated during the year and compiled data in which work related to Tidelands Operating 
Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 appeared to be performed.   This analysis 
projected approximately $324,000 in annual costs that were eligible for transfer. 

 
We began testing a sample of work orders to assess the reasonableness of the approach 
and accuracy of data used.  After testing 3 weeks, we found that the number of input errors 
was significant, and the methodology used to calculate full salary costs was flawed.  Based 
on these findings, we believed continuing the testing would result in similar errors.  
Therefore, we are unable to verify the accuracy of the $324,000 figure, and due to the type of 
errors noted, we also cannot estimate if the $324,000 was over or understated.  In order to 
identify a more reasonable and accurate figure, our Office would have had to recalculate the 
entire analysis, which was outside the scope of this audit. 

 
We were able to verify that PRM transferred $290,000 in FY 2013 from Marina Fund 403 to 
Tidelands Operating Fund 401, based on the results of this analysis.  However, they did not 
transfer the remaining $34,000 to Rainbow Harbor Fund 411, most likely due to Rainbow 
Harbor Fund 411 not having enough available fund balance.  Since the completion of the 
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analysis, PRM has made modifications to the work order system to more accurately track 
maintenance costs attributed to Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 
411. In addition, maintenance employees have been instructed to charge eligible hours 
directly to Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 on their timesheets.  
However, the work order system does not interface with the employees’ timesheets, and 
PRM is not currently performing a reconciliation between the work order system and 
timesheets to ensure all costs are charged appropriately. 

 
 

3. Analysis of Marine Bureau administrative staff time spent on activities related to 
Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 appears reasonable.  

 
Similar to maintenance employees, Marine Bureau administrative staff also perform work 
attributed to operations in Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411.  
However, administrative staff time is not captured through the work order system.  In order to 
approximate time spent by administrative staff on other funds, management reviewed daily 
activities and estimated the percentage of time applicable to Tidelands Operating Fund 401 
and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 activities. These percentages were then applied to FY 2014 
salary budgets which resulted in approximately $195,000 in eligible annual costs for transfer 
from Marina Fund 403.  

 
To determine if the time estimates were reasonable, we had discussions with the Marine 
Bureau administrative staff concerning their job duties and recalculated the percentages 
against budgeted and actual salaries.  We found that the time estimates appear reasonable.  
However, there are significant differences in total costs when the percentages are applied 
against FY 2014 budget numbers versus actual salaries.  This is due to changes in staffing 
and salaries since the development of the budget.  Going forward, we recommend PRM 
apply the percentages of time against actual salaries to more accurately reflect costs 
incurred.   

 
 

4. Budgets of Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 should be 
regularly monitored before transferring eligible costs from Marina Fund 403. 

 
As noted previously, PRM’s budget includes funding from Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and 
Rainbow Harbor Fund 411.  Tables 1 and 2 detail budgets and actual expenditures for these 
two funds during FY 2012 and FY 2013. 
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Table 1 
Tidelands Operating Fund 401 

Subfund 001 

PRM was under budget in Tidelands Operating Fund 401 for both fiscal years.  If this pattern 
persists in future fiscal years, PRM can continue to transfer eligible costs from Marina Fund 403.    

Table 2 
Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 

Subfund 001 

Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 was also under budget for both fiscal years.  However, in 2013, 
available balance at year-end was extremely low and would not allow any eligible costs from 
Marina Fund 403 to be transferred.   

Going forward, PRM must regularly monitor available funding levels in Tidelands Operating 
Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 before transferring eligible Marina Fund 403 charges.  

SUMMARY 

It is evident that PRM maintenance and Marine Bureau administrative staff assigned to Marina 
Fund 403 are incurring costs related to the Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and the Rainbow 
Harbor Fund 411.  PRM has recently modified its work order system to more accurately track 
costs by Fund.  In addition, maintenance employees are now charging Tidelands Operating 
Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 work hours directly on their timesheets.  However, to 
ensure that appropriate amounts are being captured, PRM should reconcile the work order 
system totals to employee timesheets.  In addition, Marine Bureau administrative staff hours 
attributable to Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 should be based 
on actual, not budgeted, salaries.  PRM will need to consistently monitor the available balances 
of Tidelands Operating Fund 401 and Rainbow Harbor Fund 411 to ensure the additional 
expenses transferred from Marina Fund 403 can be absorbed without creating budget shortfalls.  

Fund 401,  
Subfund 001 FY 2012 FY 2013
Adjusted Budget 8,688,597$         8,907,135$         
Year End Actuals 8,249,810     8,327,755   
Available Balance 438,787$    579,380$     

Fund 411,  
Subfund 001 FY 2012 FY 2013
Adjusted Budget 2,688,227$         2,776,031$         
Year End Actuals 2,497,239     2,759,895   
Available Balance 190,988$    16,136$      
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